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INTRODUCTION: The Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC) of Udaynarayanpur 

Madhabilata Mahavidyalaya has continuously been working on quality improvement and the 

betterment of students’ learning experiences. In order to detect the lag areas of the college, 

feedback from the students is received on a regular basis and thereafter analysis of the scope 

for further improvement is done. This report focuses on the feedback of students on 

Teaching-Learning, Infrastructure and Academic ambience and Student support. 

DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS: This year an effort has been made to receive 

feedback from all students of the college through online mode. In the first phase, feedback 

was received from all 6
th

 Semester students. As many as 237 responses was received. In order 

to arrive to comprehensive results, useful statistical tools like pie chart, etc. have been used. 

SUMMARY:  Analysing the responses from both the qualitative and quantitative data, we 

may constitute an idea that, overall, the students of our college have a high level of 

satisfaction with Teaching-Learning, Infrastructure and Academic ambience and Student 

support. They have satisfaction with the completion of syllabus before the examination, as 

76% of the students said that 70 – 100% of syllabus was covered in the class. The students 

have high opinion on the transparency of the Internal Evaluation process as 89% of them 

admitted that it was fair. Their satisfaction level with the teachers’ using ICT tools in the 

class room teaching is not good, whereas they are very glad with same teachers as they took 

effective measure to complete the syllabus during Lockdown in online mode using various 

modern technologies, e.g., online platforms like Google Meet, Zoom, Team Microsoft, 

WebEx, or YouTube, Google Classroom, WhatsApp group, Telegram etc. About Parent-

Teacher Meeting, only 50% of the students said that their respective departments organised 

such meeting frequently or on a regular basis. But, most strikingly and hopefully, 98% of the 

students are satisfied with the teachers’ approach to teaching.  

          About Library infrastructure and availability of books, students’ opinion is good, but 

not so high. Their satisfaction level with toilet and washroom facilities is also average and 

needs some improvement.  



          Above 80% students have agreed that college organised student-oriented seminars, 

workshops, debates and quizzes for improving their confidence and personality. Students’ 

satisfaction level with their accessibility to the Principal in need is remarkably high and most 

of them have agreed that the Office staff members are also cooperative in rendering service 

related to various academic matters.  

 

Link for details of the Analysis Report - https://ummcloud.in/WebFront/fbhome.html  
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CONCLUSION: As a result of students’ feedback, the college continues to review, develop 

and implement policies and practices in key areas.  
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